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'Dicta Observes
The following draft of a proposed act to be submitted
to the next Legislature, relating to courts of justices of the
peace, and the draft of a proposed ordinance of the City and
County of Denver, relating to justices of the peace and constables, have been prepared with a view to providing as efficient service as possible in that branch of our courts.
Members of the bar are requested to send to the city
attorney any comment or suggestion which they believe might
improve the procedure outlined.
"A Bill for an Act Relating to Courts of Justices of the
Peace.
Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of the State of
Colorado:
Section 1. From and after the passage of this act justices of the peace shall have the power to appoint for their respective courts a chief clerk and deputy clerks, to serve at the
pleasure of such justices of the peace.
Sec. 2. The justice of the peace may sign and issue, or
such chief clerk or deputy clerks may sign and issue in the
name of the appointing justice of the peace, warrants, summons, subpoenas, writs and other process; provided, however, that no warrant of arrest or execution against the body
shall be signed and issued by such chief clerk or deputy clerk
until the justice of the peace shall order such issuance, which
order shall be evidenced by the indorsement on such warrant
of arrest or execution against the body, of the word "Or-
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dered," followed by the signature of the justice of the peace.
And such chief clerk or deputy clerk may likewise take, file
and approve bonds and recognizances in civil and criminal
cases, and sign in the name of the justice of the peace any
certificate required to be signed by such justice of the peace,
and may collect and receipt for the fees and other moneys
payable into the office of the justice of the peace.
Sec. 3. Any such chief clerk or deputy clerk shall, before
acting as such, file in said court an oath subscribed and sworn
to, that he will support the constitutions of the United States
and of the State of Colorado, and faithfully perform the
duties of the position to which he has been appointed, and a
bond in such sum as the justice of the peace may direct, with
surety or sureties approved by such justice of the peace, payable to the People of the State of Colorado and conditioned
for the faithful performance of the duties of such position
and for the prompt payment to whomsoever the same may
be due, of all moneys coming into the appointee's hands by
virtue of such appointment.
Sec. 4. The justices of the peace in each precinct may
agree upon and make joint appointments to the positions
hereinbefore mentioned, and may maintain in such precinct a
consolidated office for such chief clerk and deputy clerks,
where all papers in all causes coming before said justices of
the peace shall be filed. In the event a joint appointment is
made, only one bond need be made by the appointee, the same
to be approved by all of the justices of the peace of the precinct, and such bond shall be filed in said consolidated office.
Such joint appointee shall hold his position only at the pleasure of all of the justices of the peace of the precinct.
Sec. 5. No county shall be liable for the expense of
maintaining any such office, nor for any compensation for any
chief clerk or deputy clerk, but the board of county commissioners of any county may in its discretion provide for the
expense of maintaining such an office, and may in its discretion provide compensation for such appointees.
Sec. 6. Where such a consolidated office is maintained,
each justice of the peace shall continue to have his separate
docket, and separately try and decide causes, and all laws with
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reference to a change of venue from one justice of the peace to
another shall apply the same as if no consolidated office was
maintained.
Sec. 7. Justices of the peace are hereby vested with
power to make and amend rules governing procedure in their
respective courts not inconsistent with the constitution and
laws of Colorado. Where a consolidated office is maintained
as is hereinbefore provided, rules may be agreed upon by the
justices .of the peace of such precinct, and may provide,
among other things, for the distribution of causes between
said justices of the peace where no request is made by the party
instituting a cause that such cause be assigned to a particular
justice of the peace, and for the distribution of process to constables and other officers authorized to serve process, and for
the assigning from time to time of one of said justices of the
peace as presiding justice, and conferring upon him such
duties and powers as are not inconsistent with law, and for
the transfer of any action or proceeding from one justice of
the peace to another justice of the peace when no objection is
made by any party to said action or proceeding, and making
the chief clerk custodian of and responsible for all moneys
paid into such courts.
Sec. 8. All warrants issuing out of any justice of the
peace court may be directed to and served by any sheriff,
coroner, constable or peace officer of the State of Colorado, or
police officers of said precinct.
Sec. 9. If any section, sub-section, sentence, clause or
phrase of this Act is for any reason held to be unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Act. The legislature hereby declares that it would have passed the Act and each section, subsection, sentence, clause and phrase thereof, irrespective of the
fact that any one or more sections, sub-sections, sentences,
clauses or phrases be declared unconstitutional.
Sec. 10. It is hereby declared that this Act is necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and
safety.
Sec. 11. In the opinion of the General Assembly an
emergency exists; therefore, this Act shall take effect and be
in force from and after its passage."
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"A Bill for an Ordinance Relating to Justices of the
Peace and Constables.
Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of the State of
Colorado:
Section 1. The Justices' Courts of the City and County
of Denver shall consist of two (2) Justices of the Peace, who
shall have and exercise all the powers and duties provided for
Justices of the Peace by the Constitution and general laws of
the State, and shall have jurisdiction in all cases arising under
the Charter and Ordinances of the City and County of
Denver.
Sec. 2. The Justices of the Peace shall appoint one (1)
Chief Clerk, one (1) Chief Constable, three (3) Deputy
Clerks, and three (3) Deputy Constables.
Sec. 3. The Chief Clerk shall establish and maintain a
consolidated office for all clerical work of said Courts in such
quarters as may be provided by the Commissioner of Supplies.
In the opinion of the Council this ordinance is necessary
for the immediate protection and preservation of the public
health, safety, convenience and general welfare, and it is enacted for that purpose, and shall be in full force and effect
from and after its passage and the date of its final publication."
The Mississippi State Bar met in annual convention in
Vicksburg in September and Hon. R. M. Kelly, in welcoming
the delegates and their ladies, stated in part:
"Mr. President, members of the Bar Association and
ladies and gentlemen: It has been said that words possess all
qualities and attributes; that there are words that gleam like
jewels; words that glow with the dusky fulguration of old
gold and glimmer with the pale light of frosted silver; words
that shout like paeans and sob like seas. If this be true I
would that I could summon words that drip with perfume,
that melt with music, and laugh with love in order that I
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might express to you the warmth of the welcome that the bar
of Vicksburg extends to you this morning. * * *
Now, what of the ladies? When God made the Southern woman, He summoned his angel messengers and He commanded them to go through all the star-strewn vicissitudes of
space and gather all there was of beauty, of brightness and
sweetness, of enchantment and glamour, and when they returned and laid the golden harvest at His feet, He began in
their wondering presence the work of fashioning the Southern
girl. He wrought with the gold and gleam of the stars, with
the changing colors of the rainbow's hues and the pallid silver of the moon. He wrought with the crimson that swooned
in the rose's ruby heart, and the snow that gleams on the
lily's petal, then glancing down deep into His own bosom He
took of the love that gleamed there like pearls beneath the
sun-kissed waves of a summer sea, and thrilling this love into
the form He had fashioned, all heaven veiled its face, for, Lo,
He had wrought the Southern girl." (Applause.)
We deplore to the depths of our hearts the extreme poverty of our legal brother's vocalism. If the day arrives, however, when his linguistic atainments allow him to "summon
words" which will permit him adequately to welcome another convention, we want to be there.

TENNESSEE BAR RESULTS
Tennessee law apparently is getting more complicated.
Of the 289 students who took the recent state bar examinations, only 97 passed. R. I. Moore, of Memphis, secretary
to the state board of law examiners, says it was the largest
percentage of failures in history.

THE FORGOTTEN LITIGANT

THE

By J. W. KELLEY of the Denver Bar

author of "Ten Thousand a Year" found the
material for that great legal novel while browsing
among the reports of English law cases. They are
mistaken who say law reports contain only dry facts. Between their covers are records filled with romantic interest.
In quiet court rooms are won victories as inspiring as feats
amid the shock of arms. Tales that affect the imagination,
test the credulity and fire the heart are hidden in their dust.
And over all is the glory of benign Justice.
So much for a statement of what is expected to be
proved.
Yick Wo was a person of pure Mongolian strain conducting a hand laundry in San Francisco. From the shack
in which he plied his humble calling he looked out on the
roaring metropolis greatly content with his lot. Like Emerson's artificer, to whose door a pathway was worn, Yick Wo
found he profits most who attends strictly to business. Then
avarice raised its hideous head. White laundrymen got the
city council of San Francisco to pass an ordinance denying
laundries a license if not conducted in brick buildings. This
was in 1885 and only one-tenth of the buildings in San
Francisco were of brick. Yick Wo was greatly puzzled by
the act making suds brewed in a frame shack unlawful. His
perplexity increased when Sheriff Hopkins locked him in jail
for unlawful washing. But in Yick Wo's veins ran a trace
of the sangre azul of his persevering Celestial forebears. The
fine was only ten dollars but he, like John Hampden, refused
to bow to the yoke. With an exuberance of hope, which is
the chief ingredient of the ideal litigant, he obtained a writ
of habeas corpus from the California Federal Court on the
ground that the Fourteenth Amendment had been violated.
His case finally reached the Supreme Court of the United
States, where Mr. Justice Matthews, who loved an underdog
42
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of a persistent fighting breed, wrote the opinion in Yick Wo
vs. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 365, opening the door of his prison.
Then the victorious Mongolian knight errant went back to
his tubs.
This spectacle of a poor Chinaman prevailing in the
highest tribunal of an alien country, whose proceedings he
could not read, should inspire all who lead forlorn hopes in
court. Lawyers who read Judge Matthews' opinion rejoice
that Yick Wo stood on his rights. David has always had a
large following in his contests with Goliath. Burke's Peerage would scorn to accord a line to Yick Wo, but Shephard's
Citator gives him nearly a page.
Let us cite another case:
In the spring of 1861 Robert E. Lee accepted the command of the armies of the Confederate States of America. His
home was at Arlington, Virginia, just across the Potomac
from Washington. The title to the eleven hundred acre
estate came from George Washington, the first president, to
General Lee's wife, for life, with remainder over to his son,
George Washington Custis Lee. In 1862 the Federal Government passed an act providing for "the collection of direct
taxes in the insurrectionary districts within the United
States." The Lee estate at Arlington was assessed and sold
for a tax of less than one hundred dollars.
The taxation act cunningly provided that payment must
be by the owners in person. As George Washington Custis
Lee wore a Confederate general's gray uniform at the time of
the sale he prudently sent the money by messenger, which was
refused. For years the right of possession to these broad acres
was subject to the ancient wager of battle. General Robert
E. Lee with an army at his back considered his home at Arlington his chief objective. The estate was an army camp
during the war, the ancestral mansion being General McClellan's headquarters. The title of Mrs. Lee and her son was
considered to have been thoroughly stamped out under the
hoofs of cavalry horses.
The tumult of war having passed, General George
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Washington Custis Lee, then owner of the title, began a suit
in the Federal District Court of eastern Virginia, to recover
possession of Arlington. The Attorney General of the
United States filed a suggestion that Arlington had been taken
by the United States for taxes, had been occupied by its
troops as an army camp and was now a national cemetery;
that Kaufman, the defendant in ejectment, was merely the
custodian for the government; that General Lee was actually
suing the United States and it, in its sovereign capacity, could
not be sued. Upon all the issues General Lee won both in
the Federal Circuit Court and the Supreme Court of the
United States to which the case was appealed. United States
vs. Lee, 106 U. S. 196.
Justice is mightier than the sword. What General Robert E. Lee and an army with banners had been unable to do in
four years of war, his son easily accomplished in the dull
routine of his day in court.*
It is a far cry from the hovel in San Francisco's Chinatown to aristocratic Arlington; from the mongrel coolie of
the Orient to the cerulean blood of the Old Dominion. Yet
the humble laundryman and the knightly general both
walked through the same door. There is no servant's entrance at the Temple of Justice. The blind Goddess is no respecter of persons or their degree. Claims of Christian and
Confucian each have the same specific gravity in her scales.
Fascinating plots, vivid contrasts and fierce human passions
pass in review but do not disturb her calm poise.
The great American novel might have been written
long ago had writers of historical fiction examined more
closely the rich treasures of Corpus Juris, L. R. A. and the predigested product of the West Publishing Company. Haply
some great singer may yet arise to hymn the saga of the forgotten litigant.
*Congress appropriated $150,000 March 3, 1886, to purchase Arlington from
George Washington Custis Lee, whose deed therefor is dated the 3 1st of the same
month.

TERRITORIAL DAY COURTS
(A Reminiscence by JUDGE JOHN C. BELL)

MONG the effects of S. N. Wheeler, a pioneer of the
Colorado Bench who died in Grand Junction last
year, is the following letter written to him over twenty
years ago, on January 10, 1913, by former Judge John C.
Bell, now deceased. Through the courtesy of Mr. S. G. McMullin, of the Grand Junction bar, we are enabled to furnish
it to DICTA readers.
January 10, 1913.
S. N. Wheeler, Esq.,
Grand Junction, Colorado.
Dear Sir:
In reply to your kind favor regarding the organization
of holding court in territorial days and in the first few years
of Colorado's Government, I would say I was at the Town
of Saguache in Saguache County in 1874 or 1875 when the
first term of court was held there. Judge Moses Hallett and
District Attorney Henry rode into the town and camped.
Otto Mears and myself went over to welcome them to the
camping ground. There had just been a warm contest between the Town of Milton and Saguache for the location of
the county seat. Otto Mears was leading the fight for Saguache. He introduced himself to Judge Hallett. "Shuge,
I 'spect you'll have to try me," he said, "Shon Lawrence tried
to sell me votes for Siwach and I offered him five hundred
dollar for the Mexican vote and he wanted seven hundred
dollar and we don't trade. He is now going to have me indicted for trying to buy votes and if he do, I'll pay my fine
and then have him indicted for trying to sell votes. Don't
you see?" About this time a herder rode up and asked them
if he could herd their horses at $.50 a day each. Old Judge
Henry asked if he herded them where there was grass or
where there was no grass. Upon the herder assuring him he
herded them "to the grass" they were then let out at $.50 a
day.
The Court spent the first day with maps trying to locate the county seat. They at last concluded it was on the
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Russell ranch and opened court. I had my initial case at this
term, defending Rocky Mountain Hank for cutting a bar
tender's hand with a butcher knife. Rocky Mountain Hank
and a number of his long haired followers swore that he had
the butcher knife with his hand resting on the bar and twitching it from the left to the right between his thumb and forefinger and the prosecuting witness put his hand under the
knife and was accidently cut, a most improbable story. However, the jury promptly rendered a verdict of not guilty.
Judge Hallett announced that the prisoner was discharged.
Rocky Mountain Hank, with the gusto of Buffalo Bill, approached the Judge, made a low bow and said, "I thank you,
Judge." Judge Hallett raised in his chair and replied, "Yes
sir, and in the language of the Indiana Judge, I would say,
'Don't you do it any more, sir'."
Early in the spring of the same year the miners from all
portions of the country gathered in Del Norte, county seat
of Rio Grande County, under the influence of the advertisements of the railroads, stage lines and hotels, showing that
great fortunes were being uncovered daily in the Summit
Mines. When they reached there, the snow was so deep that
there was no chance to go to the mines for 60 days and they
spent that 60 days in fleecing one another in the courts.
Among the members of the bar at that time in Del Norte
were D. C. Russell, a most brilliant young lawyer; John G.
Taylor, Judge Adair Wilson and later Thomas M. Bowen,
Judge Ed. Richardson, Judge Tankersly and other leading
lights of the state.
The most noted suit during the pioneer days was before
Chancy Blackmer, as County Judge, in the case of Dr. A.
vs. Mrs. Dr. A. for divorce. Dr. A. was about 70 years old
and was building the first stamp mill in the Summit. He
was a leading physician and capitalist of Chicago and unfortunately married a young woman of about 30, very stylish
and fascinating. She didn't come with the doctor to the
mountains and evidently enjoyed his absence more than his
presence. Dr. A. had seen his error and made a contract with
Judge Adair Wilson to'get him a divorce from his young wife
for $50.00. No one had any idea that the wife would come
to Del Norte to defend the suit. The summons was served
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by publication and on the day set for hearing Mrs. A. appeared in court with a young baby on her lap that the doctor
had never heard of and John G. Taylor, fresh from the University of Virginia, ready for battle. This created consternation in the mind of Dr. A. and he immediately retained all
of the leading members of the bar of Del Norte. The Judge
was wholly inexperienced in court business and as one attorney would finish an argument on an objection, the Judge
would rule with him. A leader from the opposition would
arise and inform the Judge that he wished to make a few
observations on the same subject and when he finished the
Judge would usually reverse himself and decide with him
and the case continued for days, the decisions swinging from
side to side as a speech was finished from one or the other. At
last John G. Taylor arose and in a pathetic voice addressed
the Court: "Your Honor, please, I came into this Court for
the purpose of representing the rights of a forsaken widow
and abandoned orphan." Dr. A. stamped the floor and
shouted, "The h-l you say." The old man had never heard
of the baby before the trial. Mr. Taylor proceeded, "But I
find it is as impossible for me to keep with the rulings of this
Court as it is for a Hindu to keep with the meanderings of
the solar system and seeing that my day of usefulness is over,
I bid you all a most respectful adieu," made a low bow to the
Court, put his hat on the back of his head and began to stride
toward the door. Mrs. A. sprang at him, gathered the tails of
his Prince Albert in her arms and in a pathetic voice cried out,
"Oh, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Taylor, do not forsake me at the hour
of my distress." He turned and bowed to her with great
deference and answered, "My dear madam, you will have to
appeal to a higher power than myself to obtain relief in this
august tribunal," and made his way to the door. This rivaled the best efforts of Sir Henry Irving and Ellen Terry.
The Court adjourned to recouple the retreating attorney to
his cause and at the end of seven days the jury returned a verdict against the beautiful woman but the versatile Judge set
it aside and the doctor died before the final hearing.
In Lake City, after the election of Senator Thomas M.
Bowen to the bench of the Seventh Judicial District, some of
the most spectacular scenes occurred in his Court. He had a
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habit of going out with the boys in the evening and joining
them in their convivialities. As he became a little enthusiastic he always showed a mania for singing. His favorite song
at his first term was "Here's to the Health of General Jackson,
God Bless the Bold Hero." One morning while in the midst
of an important mining trial twelve bankers and leading business men of the town marched through the courtroom inside
of the railing and dressed up in front of the Judge and at the
signal of the pointer of Major Brockett they sang at the top
of their voices "Here's to the Health of General Jackson, God
Bless the Bold Hero." The Judge pounded his table, called
the sheriff and when the singers became quieted the Judge
said, "Can it be possible that twelve of the leading business
men of Lake City have gone crazy all at once." Major
Brockett replied, "It is not from sentiments of disrespect but
from sentiments of the greatest respec.t we have for your
Honor that that caused us to come here. You taught us to
sing this song last night and we came over to show you how
much we have improved since you left us at five o'clock this
morning."
At my first appearance in Montrose, I met Samuel H.
Baker, a leading member of the bar, and asked him how he
was starting out. He said they had had no courts in Montrose except Justice Courts; that Chancy Blackmer owned the
only Justice of the Peace in Montrose and that he, Baker,
hadn't been able to win any court victories so far. He said
on his arrival his special friends told him that he would have
to have a Justice of his own before he could succeed; that he
persuaded the County Commissioners to appoint a Justice
for him and by the time he had filed his bond and was sworn
in that he, Baker, had accumulated a dozen cases; that he
brought them all before his Justice but that Chancy Blackmer came in and filed a motion for change of venue and took
them all over to his Justice and won all the cases as usual.
Baker said he had done pretty well playing poker since he
reached Montrose, but laboring under the disadvantages he
had with the courts, he had spent it all trying to practice law.
These courts were governed largely by the prevailing
sentiment of the people. For instance, in the midst of a most
exciting criminal trial some anxious but dry spectator who
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wanted to lose no part of the proceedings would rise and
make a motion that the court adjourn long enough for those
who felt inclined to go take a drink to do so. The motion
was always put and carried.
When San Juan county was formed the Governor appointed Judge J. as County Judge. He felt that it was a very
dignified position and he dressed as though he was going to
attend an evening ball, rode into Silverton on a buckboard
with his stiff white shirt, standing collar and a plug hat on.
The native dress there was the blue flannel shirt, talc stained
canvas clothes, nail bottom boots and a slouch hat. The
miners took the new Judge in hand, beat his plug hat into
shreds, took his white shirt off and ran it up on a pole at the
corner of a popular restaurant and advised the Judge to supply himself with some modern clothes before entering the
hotel. Judge Hallett soon afterward held his first term of
court on the District bench and the members of the bar persuaded Judge J. that it was the custom for the County Judge
to sit as a side Judge to the district encumbent. He was soon
invited to abdicate the bench and narrowly escaped the county
jail.
In the early days of the Seventh District, Charles Rood
was the District Attorney. It was his custom to indict the
gamblers, have them fined and when the term ended to remain a week and give them a chance to win back their fines
and costs.
While in Silverton a number of visiting members of the
bar were sitting in the office of the charming and entertaining
John G. Taylor. He had a mania for the poker game. He
said, "Come on, boys, and let's have a little game of draw."
No one was inclined to join him. He said, "Oh, come!
Let's put up $10.00 and play freeze out for it before supper."
No one showed any inclination to invest. He pulled down
his chips and deck and said, "Sit down there, boys, and let's
run them around a time or two and see how they would go
were we really playing." As the game warmed up a drunken
miner was passing and heard the rattle of the chips, staggered
in at the door and said, "This a club room?" Mr. Taylor
said, "Yes, sir." The miner threw $5.00 on the table and
said, "Give me $5.00 worth of chips." They were counted
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out to him and the wink went around and the party allowed
the drunken man to win $5.00 to $6.00 a hand to see his
bump of self-esteem swell and to hear his poker nomenclature. He soon had $150.00 worth of chips, pushed his chair
back and said, "Who cashes these chips?" Mr. Taylor said,
"Nobody," and with a bland smile looked down upon the
miner and said, "We were just playing a little game of shootmouth." The miner drew an immense revolver from his belt,
held it up with-his right hand and whirled the cylinder with
his left and said, "I'll just give you 30 seconds to cash these
chips, or there will be the d-nest game of shoot-mouth that
ever occurred in Silverton." Mr. Taylor, with a heavy brow
and bulging eyes, suavely said, "Quiet down, my young
friend, this is a gentleman's game. Put down that gun; it
might go off accidentally and some of your friends get hurt.
Sit down and we will play a couple of rounds, cash your
chips, go get a drink and all go to supper like gentlemen."
The miner quietly slipped into his seat, resumed his hand and
the nudge went around and before the two rounds had been
played he was cold-decked out of all of his chips. John Taylor rose and said, "Come on, gentlemen, we will all go get a
drink and go to supper, and I now give you timely warning
that there will be no more shoot-mouth played in this office."
In the earliest court days in Grand Junction, while Hershall M. Hogg was district attorney, he was trying to a jury
a prisoner who had shot Mr. Pickett through and through
and at the previous term he had tried another prisoner for
having shot Pa Buzzard through the body. He said, "Gentlemen of the jury, we have had two of the most remarkable
cases in the history of court proceedings. At the last term
we tried a prisoner who shot Pa Buzzard in one side and the
bullet came out at the other and in a few days Pa Buzzard
had his irrigating shovel, watering his crops, with no sign of
any injury except a little cherry spot on each side. We are
now trying this prisoner, who, with a Winchester, shot
Pickett in one side and came out the other and in a few days
he was on his bucking bronco with no signs of an injury except light cherry spots on either side. I cannot account for
this on any other hypothesis than that the people of Grand
Junction have no vital parts."
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He had a very successful term of court, convicted ten
or twelve prisoners and the sheriff and his deputies fastened
them together and moved them to the depot to transport to
the penitentiary at Canon City, but when they reached the
depot the train was an hour late. Mr. Hogg got pretty well
enthused, went around and shook hands with all of them and
asked them to not be discouraged; that they were no worse
than the remainder of us. He reminded them that they had
simply been caught; that the remainder of us were uncaught
criminals. They loudly applauded him and solicited his aid
and assistance during their imprisonment. He cheerfully
promised all kinds of help and immediately organized them
into a chain gang, marched them around for half an hour
instructing them in the chain step.
I am sorry that I can't give you something more interesting. If you can find anything about this that you can use,
extract the essence from it and do as you will with it or throw
it in the waste basket.
Yours very truly,
JOHN C. BELL.

THE JUVENILE COURT OF DENVER
There has recently been prepared by Hon. Stanley H.
Johnson, Judge of the Juvenile Court of the City and County
of Denver, a very complete and interesting digest and analysis
of the juvenile court law and its work. The pamphlet consists of more than 75 pages and represents considerable work
on the part of the author. It will be sold for 25c per copy,
which is less than the cost of printing, and the proceeds will
be returned to the court funds. Arrangements have been made
to have the book distributed by law students to the offices of
the attorneys.
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WE'RE SORRY, MR. LAWS
Despite repeated demands on our part the Editor-in-Chief persists
in using fillers at the end of our space when we fail to fill it to the
brim. Thus in DICTA for November, 11 DICTA 22, at the point
where our devastating humor ran out, we find this:
"Arthur H. Laws has been appointed as an additional member of
the Grievance Committee of the Denver Bar Association."
We assure Mr. Laws that Dictaphun finds nothing funny in his
choice to serve on that committee. The Editor-in-Chief may, but not
us. The last thing on earth we want to do is offend the Grievance
Committee or any of its members.
WARNING
We also again notify the Editor-in-Chief that any allegedly
humorous material that reaches his office is to be forwarded to us. The
former Editor-in-Chief, now Adviser, used to do that but the present
incumbrance does not. For example, as the final filler in our last
month's column of unalloyed mirth, the Editor-in-Chief inserted some
feeble material he had garnered some place.
For the last time, we announce that we have the exclusive right to
publish feeble material in this magazine.
THERE WERE GIANTS IN THOSE DAYS
In a recent issue of the esteemed Rocky Mountain Herald, edited
by that good man and citizen, Will C. Ferril, was a story about old
General Sam Brown. The Herald is the most interesting paper in Denver and we wish Mr. Ferril would devote more of his time to writing
about the giants there were in those days. Anyway, the story about
the general:
"The Columbus Day observance reminds us of a story. Sam
Brown, prominent pioneer lawyer, was appointed attorney general of
Colorado territory by President Lincoln. General Brown was full of
reminiscences, and always told a good story. One dull night in journalism the city editor of the old Denver Republican handed a reporter the
following assignment:
" 'Interview General Sam Brown on his personal recollections of
the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus'."
DICTA SHOULD HAVE A MASTHEAD
Among other features of our distinguished contemporary, The
Rocky Mountain Herald, is the statement it carries at its masthead and
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first printed in its No. I issue, published May 1, 1860, by Thomas
Gibson. It reads:
"A newspaper, devoted to the interest of the miner, the merchant
and the people generally, untrammeled by sinister influence from any
quarter-the advocate of the right and denouncer of the wrong--an
independent vehicle for the free expression of opinions of all candid,
honest and intelligent minds-a medium for free discussion; moral,
religious, social and scientific."
Wota slogan! DICTA should have one, and this department is to
the fore as usual. For the best slogan submitted we offer one 1927
edition Rhyming Dictionary, which we still have on hand from our
Supreme Court Dissenting Opinion Handicap. Our pioneer readers
will recall that contest and that no award was made because the winner
was discovered to be a professional dissenter.

GOOD OLD JUDGE RUCKER
Action on contract: Andy McFarland vs. Dr. B. J. Perry;
counterclaim for medical services, quantum meruit; before T. A. Rucker,
District Judge, and a jury.
The Court: I believe I know something about this case. I think
I will testify as a witness.
Judge Rucker, having been duly sworn, testified that he knew all
about the malady of Andy McFarland, in the treatment of which Perry
claimed he had rendered professional services as a physician, and that
he, the witness, the said Judge Rucker, himself had prescribed the
remedy which had restored the plaintiff to health.
Cross-examination by Joe Dean, attorney for Dr. Perry:
Dean: I would like to know whether I am now talking to Rucker,
the witness, or Rucker, the judge?
Rucker: What's that got to do with it?
Dean: I might want to say some things to Rucker, the witness,
that I wouldn't like to say to Rucker, the judge.
Rucker: You better be damned careful what you say, anyway.
Verdict for plaintiff and judgment thereon promptly entered.

WHAT JUDGE DENISON FOUND
The defendant is required to repay the money he got by deceit,
less his reasonable expenses in getting it
Reyer v. Blaisdell, 26 C. A. 387, 411-12.

WILLS-EXECUTION-Wagner vs. Heldt-No. 12868-Decided October 23, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
What purports to be the last will of Hans Heldt was admitted to
probate by the County Court. Petition was filed to set aside the probate and on hearing, petition was dismissed and case appealed to District Court and District Court denied probate for want of proper execution.
1. Our statute in regard to wills provides that in addition to the
signing or acknowledgment, that the testator shall, in the presence of
the witnesses, declare said writing to be his last will and testament and
said witnesses, at his request, in his presence and in the presence of each
other shall attest the same by subscribing their names thereto.
2. Where there is no evidence tending to show that the testator,
either by words or by conduct, declared the writing in question to be
his last will and testament, or that he even knew that the instrument
in question purported to be his will, and the testimony is conflicting
as to the other provisions that go to make up a proper attestation of
subscribing witnesses to a will, such a will is not entitled to probate.Judgment affirmed.
FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER-FAILURE TO FILE BOND-Smith

vs. Schreiber-No. 13360-Decided October 23, 1933--Opinion
by Mr. Justice Burke.
These parties appeared in reverse order in the trial Court. Schreiber
sued John Smith in County Court to recover possession of real estate.
Emma Smith, alleging that she owned the real estate and was entitled
to possession, moved to be made a party, and Smith disclaimed. Emma
Smith was made a party, trial had and Schreiber had judgment.
The Smiths appealed to the District Court, giving an appeal bond
in the sum of $500.00 as ordered and Schreiber moved to dismiss for
failure to file the additional bond required for payment of use and occupation pending appeal. The Court dismissed the action.
1. Our statute provides that when the judgment in the trial
Court is for possession in forcible entry and on detainer, an additional
bond, conditioned for payment for use and occupation pending appeal,
must be given.
2. Where no forcible entry is claimed but unlawful detainer is
claimed a failure to give such additional bond is fatal to the appeal.
3. The facts alleged in the complaint clearly bring this action
within the unlawful detention statutes, and the additional bond on
appeal was indispensable.-Judgment affirmed.
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STATUTE-REPEAL-REVIVAL-" MAJORITY"

DEFINED-APPOINT-

MENT OF OFFICERS IN CITIES OF THE SECOND CLASS-People

ex rel. Saunders vs. Hendrick-No. 13355-Decided November
6, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Butler.
G. L. 1877, Sec. 2667 (C. L. '21, Sec. 9171) provided that in
all cities the appointment of all officers, such as city attorney, should
be by a majority vote of the whole number of members of the council.
By various subsequent acts which repealed all acts and parts of acts
inconsistent therewith it was provided that in cities of the second class
such officers should be elected by the qualified electors of the city. These
in turn were repealed by subsequent acts again providing for appointment of such officers by the city council but not specifying the majority
necessary to appoint, the latest such act being S. L. '33, p. 880. Respondent was appointed to succeed relator as city attorney of a city of
the second class by a majority vote of those members of the council
present but not by a majority of the whole number of members of the
council. Relator brought quo warranto, and elected to stand on his
demurrer to respondent's answer.
1. G. L. 1877, Sc. 2667, repealed by later acts inconsistent
therewith.
2. Repeal of a repealing act does not revive the original act.
3.
Where no specific majority is required, all that is necessary is
a majority vote of those voting, there being a quorum present.
4. In cities of the second class, officers need not have a majority
vote of the whole number of members of the council for a valid appointment.-Affirmed.
INSURANCE - REINSURANCE - CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES RIGHT TO WITHDRAW DEPOSIT MADE WITH INSURANCE COM-

MISSIONER-Cochrane, as Commissioner of Insurance vs. Pacific
States Life Insurance Co. et al.-No. 13069-Decided November 6, 1933-Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
The policies of one life insurance company were reinsured by another life insurance company, which then succeeded to all the business
and assets of the reinsured company. Both companies had deposited
the necessary securities with the Colorado Commissioner of Insurance
as required by Secs.. 2481 and 2495, C. L. 1921. The second company
then sought an order of court, under Sec. 2481 as amended by Sec. 4,
Ch. 117, S. L. 1925, authorizing the withdrawal of the securities deposited by the reinsured company.
1. The amendatory act of 1925 is not applicable here since the
reinsured company had issued policies prior to the passage of the 1925
act.
2.
The policy holders of a reinsured company cannot, without
their consent, be deprived of their vested right to have the fund, estab-
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lished under the provisions of the original act, held as security for the
payment of their policies.-Judgment reversed with instructions to dis-

miss the petition.
LIENS-LIEN OF BANK COMMISSIONER ON REAL ESTATE-VALIDITY

-Fleming vs. McFerson-No. 13038-Decided November 6,
1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Butler.
McFerson, as Bank Commissioner, was in possession of failed bank
and filed a lien against real estate of Campbell, a stockholder. While
real estate was in Campbell's name, he held mere naked legal title and
Fleming was real owner. Lower court sustained lien.
1. While the act of 1923, giving Commissioner a lien upon the
real estate of any stockholder of a failed bank, a stockholder cannot
escape liability for such lien, because he is not the actual owner of the
real estate, so long as it stands of record in his name and Bank Commissioner has not notice of secret ownership in someone else.
2. The rights acquired by a bona fide purchaser of real estate
without notice of an unrecorded deed, are not measured by the actual
interest of the seller in the land, but rather by his apparent interest.
3. The Bank Commissioner's position is similar to that of a
bona fide purchaser.
4. Such Act of 1923 does not deprive the owner of real estate
or property without due process of law. The fact that such act attempts to create a lien upon the mere filing of the lien statement, without any preliminary notice or hearing, or provides no method for foreclosure, does not invalidate the act.-Judgment affirmed.

ELECTIONS

-

QUALIFICATIONS

OF VOTERS

-

INMATES

OF POOR

HouSE-Israel vs. Wood-No. 13297-Decided November 6,

1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Butler.

Israel and Wood were rival candidates for sheriff and Wood was
declared elected by two votes and on contest in County Court vote was
sustained. Five votes were cast by inmates of County Poor House.
There was no actual evidence introduced of place of residence.
1. Under Sec. 4, Art. 7, of our constitution, no person shall be
deemed to have gained a residence by reason of his presence * * *
while kept at public expense in any poor house.
2. If just prior to their becoming such inmates, the voters had
a bona fide residence in the precinct in which such poor house is located,
they did not lose their residence.
3. But their presence in such poor house, as public charges,
raised a presumption against their right to vote in said precinct, and it
requires evidence to overcome that presumption.-Judgment reversed

and remanded for evidence on residence.

DICTA
EVIDENCE-SUFFICIENCY OF-FORCE OF DEPOSITIONS IN APPELLATE COURT-Gianella vs. Haffner-No. 12785-Decided No-

vember 6, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
Suit below for an accounting. Part of testimony was oral and
part by depositions. Plaintiff prevailed and defendants assigned error
(1) overruling demurrer, (2) admission of evidence, (3) insufficiency
of evidence.
1. Since assignments (1) and (2) are not argued, and no merit
in them, they will not be considered.
2. Where substantially all the material evidence is by depositions,
the appellate court is as well qualified to pass upon its weight as the
trial court and will do so.
3. Where the larger part of the evidence is oral, the rule is modified only as to that portion presented by depositions or writings.
4. Where proof of a particular fact depends upon depositions,
the appellate court will not be bound by the rule that the findings of
the trial court on conflicting evidence will not be disturbed.
5. Where the evidence concerning a particular issue is partly oral
and partly by depositions, the general rule is abrogated only pro tanto.
-- Judgment affirmed.
Vs. Yamuchi -No. 12999-Decided November 6, 1933--Opinion by
Mr. Justice Campbell.
Plaintiff sued below for judgment, claiming fraud and deceit in
that she entrusted defendant with collection of certain moneys on life
insurance policy of her deceased husband, and that he only collected the
face of policy, whereas she was entitled to double that amount by reason
of accidental death, and that after she discovered the deceit, she was
compelled to expend sums in collecting it and lost the interest on it.
Plaintiff recovered below.
1. Where briefs are submitted upon application for a supersedeas and supersedeas denied and thereafter the same typewritten briefs
are printed for the final hearing, the court ought not to be put to the
duty of re-examining the case, but they did it in this case, nevertheless.
2. Where the evidence upon which a jury renders a verdict is
conflicting, the appellate court will not examine the sufficiency thereof
if there is any evidence to support the verdict.--Judgment affirmed.
FRAUD AND DECEIT--SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE--Otsuki

vs. People-No. 13362-Decided November 6, 1933--Opinion by Mr.
Justice Hilliard.
Defendant below was convicted of robbery and assigns error (1)
overruling motion to quash information, (2) insufficiency of evidence,
ROBBERY--SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE-EXHIBITS--Rowan
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(3) failure of court on own motion to instruct jury to disregard an
exhibit (gun) not introduced.
1. In robbery, the value of the thing taken is not the essential
part, but in the manner of the taking.
2. It is not necessary in the information to charge the value of
the property.
3. Where in the information the description of the money taken
does not state that it was money of the United States or that it was
money but describes it as "$49.81" the court will take judicial notice
that it is money and that it has value.
4. Where a gun is marked as exhibit by District Attorney but
not offered in evidence and the defendant fails to ask the court to instruct the jury to disregard it, it is not error for the court to refuse
on its own motion to give such instruction.
5. Evidence examined and held sufficient.--Judgment affirmed.
CONTEMPT-JURISDICTION-HOLDING UNDER ACT OF CONGRESS-

Martin Blanc vs. The People of the State of Colorado, Ex Rel. J.
A. Wilcoxson-No. 13346-Decided November 13, 1933Opinion by Mr. Justice Hilliard. En Banc.
Respondent, Blanc, on motion of relator, was found guilty of
contempt of court for using cattle land for sheep grazing. The court in
another case had adjudicated the land used by respondent as cattle land
and not sheep land.
Respondent, by answer, set up that he had entered the land where
he grazed his sheep and which had been adjudicated cattle land, under
the stock raising homestead act and was residing there. Relator denied
that respondent was a qualified entryman and alleged that he was not
acting in good faith, that he had done what he had done with reference
to the entry merely as a pretext for using the land to graze his sheep.
The evidence showed the applications for homesteading in the
proper government offices together with the protests of relators and final
action had not been taken by the government.
In this state of the record the trial court found respondent in contempt and fined him $300 and committed him until he paid.
The contempt finding was unwarranted, as respondent's possession is under an act of Congress.-Judgmentreversed and the trial court
is instructed to discharge the respondent.
AGENCY-REAL ESTATE BROKERS--COMMISSIONS--Conway Bogue
Realty and Investment Co. et at. vs. John T. Burch and Donald
J. Burch, Co-partners--No. 12697-Decided November 13,
1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Butler.
Defendants were the owners of a certain residence property which
they had listed for sale with the plaintiffs and with several other real
estate brokers. Plaintiffs admit that they did not have the exclusive
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agency on the house. Defendants also had their own "For Sale" sign
on the house during all of the time involved.
Plaintiffs showed one Bigelow several other properties, in the
course of which they stopped in front of the house herein involved, and
plaintiffs then showed Bigelow the house from the outside, the door
being locked, told him the price, and claimed that they told Bigelow
the encumbrances oan the house were cleaned up so that a deal could be
made. Plaintiffs made no further effort to sell the property and had no
further contact with Bigelow, who testified that he got the impression
from plaintiffs that the house was so heavily involved with encumbrances that no deal could be made.
Three weeks later Bigelow and his wife drove by the house and
found defendants' own sales agent, who showed them through the
house next door and suggested that they look at the house in question
and also another house. Bigelow, having looked at both houses, came
back to defendants with a proposition regarding the house in question.
Negotiations were carried on and arrangements were made to take care
of liens on the property, which in fact had not been cleared up, and a
deal was made.
Plaintiffs, learning that a deal was about to be made, demanded a
commission, which was refused. In the trial court plaintiffs were given
a verdict for a commission.
Held: The verdict and judgment are unsupported by the evidence. Defendants remained neutral between rival agents and also reserved the right to sell. The evidence showed that defendant's own
agent, and not plaintiffs, was the efficient and procuring cause in bringing about negotiations and deal with Bigelow.-Judgment reversed.
NEGLIGENCE-INSTRUCTIONS-RIGHT

OF WAY-EVIDENCE-An-

drus vs. Hall-No. 12916-Decided November 13, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
Defendant in error recovered judgment by reason of husband's
death caused by negligent driving of son of plaintiff in error. Plaintiff in error's son approached an intersection to the right of the deceased,
but said approach was made at a very high rate of speed on the part of
the son. The deceased was driving at a slow rate of speed. The Court
found that the son was violating the law as to speed and control of car.
1. A driver cannot be required to yield the right of way when
his inability to know and act is chargeable to the lawless conduct of him
who claims it.
2. Where statements regarding insurance company are elicited
from the defendant's own witness, he cannot thereafter complain that
mention of insurance company was injected into the case.
3. Evidence tending to deny inference of physical disability is
properly admitted, and argumentative instructions thereon are properly
denied.--4udgment afflrmed.
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DEATH-DAMAGES FOR WRONGFUL DEATH-DISTINCTION BETWEEN SECTION 6302 AND 6303, C. L. 1921 -Friedrichs vs.

Denver Tramway Corporation--No. 1315 0-Decided November
20, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Bouck.
The husband of the plaintiff was killed in a collision between his
automobile and a street car of the defendant. While plaintiff was
introducing her evidence defendant moved to require her to elect
whether she would proceed under C. L. 1921, section 6302, the penal
section, or section 6303, the compensatory section. She elected to stand
on section 6303 and defendant moved for dismissal. Dismissal
granted.
1. The dismissal below was granted on the theory that section
6303 does not apply to common carriers. This was based on a dictum
in 6 C. 498.
2. A common carrier may be properly sued under either section.
3. If this were not so certain forms of negligence on the part
of a common carrier, which are clearly not within the narrow limits of
section 6302 could cause death without incurring any liability whatever, though any other kind of corporation would under the same conditions be held responsible under section 6303. The legislature never
intended any such result.-Judgment reversed.
OF FRAUDS-Ward vs. Ward-No.
12921-Decided November 20, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice
Butler.
Ward sued Ward as trustee and Cowell as administrator under
the will for damages, claiming that decedent failed to perform a contract to devise and bequeath certain property. The plaintiff alleged that
in 1892 and thereafter he advanced money to his father, decedent, assisting him to establish and conduct a furniture business under a contract that his father would either devise and bequeath to him not less
than one-fourth of his real estate and personal property or bequeath to
him an amount of money not less than one-fourth of the total value of
his estate, all of which was verbal. The father failed to perform and
bequeathed him $1.00 only. The value of the estate left was $600,000.00.
Court below shut out verbal agreement on account of statute of
frauds. Entered judgment for defendants.
1. A contract to devise land is within the statute of frauds,
whereas a contract to bequeath money is not.
2. Where the contract is to devise and bequeath not less than
one-fourth of all real estate and personal property of which he might
die seized or to bequeath to him an amount of money equal to not
less than one-fourth the value thereof, such contract is divisible and
while unenforceable as to the real estate, under the statute of frauds, is
enforceable as to the personal property. The statute of frauds does not
bar the suit.---udgment reversed.
WILLS--DAMAGES--STATUTE

PUBLIC SPEAKING CLASSES
For Busy People, by

E. H. BAXTER RINQUEST
One of the greatest assets for the lawyer is, that he can speak with
authority-without forcing or straining his voice.
To have something
to say, and to know how to say it, is most Important.

Call Prof. Rinquest for an Appointment

KEystone 1954

JULIUS VON TOBEL
Certified Public Accountant
Practicing Under the Firm Name of
John B. Geijsbeek and Company

404 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

DENVER

QUICK SALARY LOANS
On Your Own Note - No Security - No Endorsers
CHATTEL LOANS on Household Goods, Musical Instruments, Autos,
etc. Strictly Confidential.

Colorado Industrial Bank
941 Gas and Electric Building-TAbor 3304
J. D. TREECE, President
(Has Over Twenty-One Years of Continuous Loan Service In the Gas & Electric Bldg.)

Whitehead & VogI

We Specialize in

Specialists in

BRIEFS and

Patent, Trade Mark and
Copyright Practice
Suite 806 Patterson Building
Phone MAin 4138

ABSTRACTS

Clark Quick-Printing Co.
1332-34

Lawrence St.
KEystone 4920
DENVER

TRUST BANKING
for

Corporations and Individuals
Services to Corporations
Trustee under Corporate Mortgages
Depository for Protective Committees . .
Transfer Agent and Registrar for Corporate
Stock .
Miscellaneous Fiscal Agencies.
1'

f

Services to Individuals and Families
Executor and Administrator of Estates .
Trustee under Wills . . Trustee of Living
Trusts and Life Insurance Trusts . . . Safekeeping of Securities.
f

f

f

Escrows

BUSINESS SERVICE FOR BUSINESS MEN
AND WOMEN AND THEIR COUNSEL.

THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL BANK
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
THE DENVER NATIONAL BANK
THE COLORADO NATIONAL BANK
THE INTERNATIONAL TRUST COMPANY
.1

THE FINEST IN THE WEST

BEAUTIFUL

FAIRMOUNT

The Perpetually Cared for Cemetery
Established and dedicated in 1890-Area 560 Acres-Over 15.000 family lot owners, among
whom are numbered Colorado's foremost citizens-This silent city now has nearly
48.000 sleeping beneath its hallowed shade-A Perpetual Care Fund which safeguards
and assures present and future care now amounts to over

One-third Million Dollars
An invitation is cordially extended to visit the new

FAIRMOUNT

MAUSOLEUM

THIS MASTERPIECE OF CLASSIC BEAUTY IS A CREDIT TO ANY COMMUNITY
For Further information, write or telephone
WILFORD T. SHAY, Secretary
515 SECURITY BUILDING, DENVER

We are pleased to announce
the opening of a branch office
of the
AMERICAN APPRAISAL
COMPANY
in the Exchange Building,
Denver.
F. H. PROUTY
W. L. PROUTY
Appraisal Engineers
Representatives

PHONE MAIN 0275

Carney Hartley
Mechanical Consulting
Engineer
Industrial and Mechanical
Investigations
Reports

200 Wilda Bldg. MA. 5729

INVESTMENTS
Local and Unlisted Stocks and Bonds
BOUGHT-SOLD-QUOTED

REECE & CO., Ltd.
503 First National Bank Bldg.

TAbor 6846

The New Master Tire & Battery Service
TAbor 2209

777 Broadway

FEATURING Kelly-Springfield Tires. National Batteries, Cities Service Gasoline and
Motor Oils. Penn Fargo Motor Oil. PowerLube Motor Oil. Pennzoil Motor Oil and
Specialized Lubrication-Certified Brake Service-Accessories.
PHONE TABOR 2209 for Immediate Service-We Call for and Deliver Your Car

ART MALNATI

JOHN TAGGART

Phone KE. 0241
Prompt Service

IN THE HEART OF THINGS

SYMES
BUILDING

WHEN YOU NEED
Books of Record
Minute Books
Stock Certificates
Loose Leaf Books
Office Supplies
Filing Equipment
Book Cases
Steel Shelving
Office Furniture
Picture Framing

FIREPROOF

A Step Ahead In:
Elevators . .

COMPLETE
OFFICE OUTFITTERS

Service . . .

Law Library
CORNER. 64 AND STOUTof

Sixteenth Street at Champa

Denver

GOLD

SEALS

LABEL

STOCK CERTIFICATES
0

RUBBER STA&MPS-

SA.CUS
1543 ILARIMER
MAin 2266

MINUTE BOOKS

-LAW

LOR
1622 STOUT
IlAIn 6300

